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Dual-edged sword of ion migration in perovskite
materials for simultaneous energy harvesting
and storage application
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SUMMARY

Portable electronic devices and Internet of Things (IoT) require an uninterrupted power supply for their
optimum performance and are key ingredients of the futuristic smart buildings - cities. The off-grid photo-
voltaic cells and photo-rechargeable energy storage devices meet the requirements for continuous data
processing and transmission. In addition, these off-grid devices can solve the energy mismanagement
problem famously called as ‘‘duck curve’’. The conventional approach is the external integration of a
photovoltaic cell and an energy storage device through a complex multi-layered structure. However,
this approach causes ohmic transport losses and requires additional complex device packaging leading
to increased weight and high cost. Toward this narrative, in this viewpoint, we shed light on application
of disruptive organic-inorganic hybrid halide perovskite bifunctional materials employed as smart
photo-rechargeable energy devices. We also present hybrid halide lead-free perovskite materials for
off-grid energy storage systems for indoor lighting applications.

MAIN

Advanced integrated solar energy harvesting and storage technologies can play a key role in electrifying smart cities. It is essential to

combine the energy harvest and storage technologies because irregularity in availability of solar energy on Earth. Moreover, solar power

availability and hence generation is affected by the weather conditions, time of the day, cloud, shadow, rain, snow, and dust. The differ-

ence in available solar energy and energy demand throughout the day (energy mismanagement) is famously described by the so-called

‘‘Duck curve’’.1 The duck curve is a graph of power production over the course of a day that shows the timing imbalance between peak

demand and solar power generation. The name duck curve is derived from the shape of the curve. According to the duck curve, solar

energy has highest yield during the day. While during night the solar energy production goes down. This requires conventional, on-

grid energy to ramp-up quickly to meet electricity demands during the night. In a scenario, where solar energy is in excess to that of

the required demand there requires a timely energy storage option. This energy management, balancing act between energy supply

and demand is challenging and can waste a significant amount of solar energy unless stored properly. Given the recent breakthrough

in harvesting solar energy specifically by disruptive 3rd generation photovoltaics, it becomes very timely to research new, smart ways to

store electricity.

In this direction, off-grid energy resources have become an integral part of scientific research to meet the energy demand for portable

smart electronics.2–7 In recent years, off-grid energy storage devices have gained much more attention to fulfill cost-effective and environ-

mentally friendly energy solutions in self-sustainable electronics, also in developing countries and in remote areas. The novel integrated de-

vices can have the potential to efficiently harvest and store renewable solar energy and are referred as bifunctional devices. This technology by

energy storage have potential to reduce and possibly eliminate the risk of wastage of excess solar energy generated during daytime and

make it available during much required night time. In addition, these devices provide continuous data processing and transmission for

the Internet of Things, smart cities, smart remote sensors, and autonomous integrated devices.8–10

The 3 approaches to integrate energy harvesting and storage devices are discussed in detail in the following text.

(1) Conventional approach - A well-known approach is integration of devices that include an external combination of a separate/indepen-

dent energy harvesting (solar photovoltaic) part and a storage component (battery or supercapacitor) (Figure 1A). For instance, re-

searchers demonstrated the integration of Si- and perovskite-based solar cells (PSC) with a solid-state lithium-ion battery (LIB), a flex-

ible solid-state graphene-based supercapacitor, or a lithium-ion capacitor (Figure 1A).11–19 However, this external integration
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Figure 1. Integration of various types of solar energy conversion and storage systems for off-grid energy storage devices, and advantages and

disadvantages of these integration systems

(A) Conventional integration of solar cells with energy storage equipment in series.

(B) Multilayer device with a photoelectrode.

(C) Innovative two-electrode device based advanced bifunctional materials.
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introduces energy losses, poor reproducibility, and reliability as it requires additional electronics to match the output voltage with the

energy storage system.

(2) Multilayer approach - An integrated device consists of a multilayer device structure where one of the electrodes could be common to

surpass some issues of energy losses and reduce packaging volume to increase volumetric capacity (Figure 1B). In this direction, sci-

entific community has started to integrate fibre-shaped super capacitors with a dye-sensitized solar cell or perovskite solar cell sharing

an electrode. However, increasing complexity in the device structure increases the production cost.

(3) Advanced approach - Very recently, scientists and engineers have been trying to couple solar technology with energy storage tech-

nology by advanced photo electrodes, which have the bifunctional characteristics of energy harvesting and storage in the same ma-

terial.5 (Figure 1C). There have been some recent works towards graphitic carbon nitride, vanadium pentoxide/dioxide, and molyb-

denum disulphide–zinc oxide-based photo-electrodes for photo-rechargeable batteries and ion-capacitors that can directly

harvest and store energywithout the need for additional photovoltaic devices.2–4,17–19 Therefore, these devices are the best alternative

for self-charging or continuous power supply devices. However, these materials have poor cyclic stabilities, low energy storage capac-

ities, and very low photo-charging conversion efficiency.

In our recent work, Jain et al.20 employed inexpensive poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl P3HT + Carbon paste as hole transport layer that

showed 300 h of stability under continuous 1 sun illumination, without the use of an ultra violet-filter.

WHY HYBRID HALIDE PEROVSKITE FOR BIFUNCTIONAL DEVICES?

Hybrid halide perovskites (HHPs) are wonder materials as next-generation energy conversion and emerging as prominent energy storage

option for portable electronic devices. HHP materials are a strong candidate for bifunctional operation of energy harvesting and storage ap-

plications due to their unique properties, such as ideal high absorption,21,22 long carrier diffusion length (10–15 mm),23,24 andmixed electronic-

ionic conductivity.25 The tuneable optical band gap of the HHPs may allow it to better align with the solar spectrum, which plays a vital role in

the overall photo-charging conversion efficiency of the device. In the last ten years, organic-inorganic hybrid halide perovskite materials have

been widely used in photovoltaic devices,26,27 light-emitting diodes,28,29 resistive switchings,30,31 and sensor application32,33 due to their

extraordinary photophysical and suitable optoelectronic properties. Last but not least, the ease ofmanufacturing perovskite-based optoelec-

tronics employing solution-based fabrication techniques provides a non-expensive route for its large-scale production.

The fundamental property of ion migration found in HHPs can act as double-edged sword (Figures 2A and 2B). Where ion migration can

act notoriously and detrimental for the stability of electronic devices and various anomalous behavior within device. (Figure 2C). However, if
2 iScience 26, 108172, November 17, 2023



Figure 2. Ion dynamics in halide perovskites

(A) Ion migration through various channels in perovskite crystal structure. Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society 2016.34

(B) Mixed electronic-ionic conduction in halide perovskites. Reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society 2021.35

(C) Various anomalous behavior in perovskite solar devices due to iontronics.

(D) Application of ion migration in various smart electronics.
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employed in charge storage application, the same ion migration characteristics of HHPs pave a way for manufacturing advanced bifunctional

devices, memristors, transistors and energy storage devices (Figure 2D).

Recently, HHPs are entering the energy storage application owing to their mixed electronic-ionic semiconductor and superior optical

properties.36 There have been some reports on perovskites-based lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors. However, use of thesematerials

in energy storage applications is limited due to poor stabilities and low energy capacities. But, these photo-active materials could be prom-

ising as advanced bifunctional electrodes for off-grid energy storage in smart sensors, IoT, and low-power portable electronic devices. Re-

searchers have recently reported HHPs based Li-ion photo-rechargeable batteries.37,38 Typical stumbling blocks of photo-rechargeable bat-

teries are prolonged charging/discharging time and low power density.

To minimize and even to eliminate the drawback of low power density of photo-rechargeable batteries and photo-rechargeable electro-

chemical supercapacitors are alternative energy storage devices with the high-power density and moderate energy density as well as a fast-

charging rate.39 Photo-electrochemical cells typically consist of a thin electrolyte sandwich between two electrodes. The electrode materials

are generally porous in order to increase the active surface area. One of the electrodes must be photo-activated for bifunctional applications

in a single device. ‘‘One of the key criteria for the fabrication of an efficient photo-rechargeable supercapacitor is to design a photo-activated

electrode and electrolyte material with high ionic, electronic conduction as well as high photo-response material.’’ HHPs are known to have a

higher absorption coefficient, photo-response, ionic conductivity as well as electronic conductivity.40,41

For this reason, HHPs are emerging as one of the promising technologies for photo-rechargeable energy storage applications for next-

generation remote sensing devices. Recently, we reported efficient and stable halide-based perovskite electrochemical cells using non-

aqueous electrolyte and single crystals powder.39,42,43 Due to high absorption and mixed ionic-electronic semiconducting properties, these

advanced photo-active materials can simultaneously harvest solar energy and store it in a single material. It is expected that the combination

of halide perovskite and carbonquantumdots can have even very high capacities.39,44 Moreover, the diffusion of organic/inorganic cation and

halide anion plays a significant role in the charge storage in perovskite-based electrochemical cells. Therefore, various mixed cation and

mixed halide perovskites combinations should be explored to achieve high photo-charging efficiency and photovoltage response. Hence,

these multifunctional materials could be revolutionary to meet the sustainable energy crisis.

In photo-rechargeable capacitors, the device performance is primarily dependent on maintaining a balance between optical, electronic,

and ionic conductivities when exposed to light. The appropriate balance between optical and electronic-ionic conductance is required in

halide perovskites-based photo-rechargeable capacitors to achieve their dual-functionality of simultaneously store and harvest sun energy.

Therefore, the coupling between electrons and ions in the perovskite active layer plays very crucial role of charge storage and generation

capacities. Bag et al. and Jain et al.40,41,45 respectively demonstrated that the ionic conductivity and optical properties of the perovskite ma-

terials can be tuned by changing the A-site cation and further tuned by substituting the X-site halide ion. Align to this in our recent work, we

combined three features of hybrid perovskites: (a) absorption light in the solar spectrum, (b) efficient charge transport, and (c) photo-induced
iScience 26, 108172, November 17, 2023 3



Figure 3. Device kinetics of perovskite-based photo-rechargeable ion capacitors

(A) Schematic illustrations of electronic-ionic charge transport in different perovskite-carbon phases and corresponding band bending diagrams. Reproduced

with permission from the American Chemical Society 2022.46

(B and C) Variation of photo-capacitance and long-term cyclic stability with increase in carbon concentration. Figure reproduced with permission from the

American Chemical Society 2022.46
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ion migration to fabricate photo-rechargeable electrochemical cell with energy density of �30.71 Wh/kg and power density �1875 W/kg.46

A key advance we reported in aforementioned work is the incorporation of carbon as efficient electronic agent into perovskitematerial to find

the sweet spot between ionic, electronic, and optical properties. This will ultimately enable the fabrication of efficient photo-rechargeable

electrochemical cell. Additionally, perovskite-carbon composite improves overall long-term stability. Here in Figure 3 (a) we ascribe two

scenarios:

(1) Incorporation of minimal concentration of carbon (�5%) in perovskite this causes the influx of electronic charge and ion migration

transport predominantly via perovskite phase. Therefore, photo-generated charge transfers in the perovskite/electrode interface

give rise to additional photo-capacitance (Figures 3A and 3B). However, improved photo-induced ion migration in the perovskite

phase triggers the decomposition of the perovskite material resulting in a higher degradation rate, see Figure 3C.

(2) In later case, where incorporation of carbon is higher (�25%) in perovskite this results into formation of carbon dominating phasewhich

provides negligible photo response leading to low photo capacitance. However, as increased carbon phase restricts ion migration in

perovskite phase causing improved stability.
Therefore, we expect that optimum ratio of electronic agents and perovskitematerials will open a new avenue in the area of efficient as well

stable photo-rechargeable energy storage applications.

Recently, Tanuj et al., demonstrated that the performance of photo-rechargeable supercapacitors, particularly in terms of photo-capac-

itance, is significantly impacted by the method used to synthesize the halide perovskites.47 When different proportion of halide perovskite in

powder form is physically combined, they tend to exhibit nanoscale phase separation in the resulting blend of perovskitematerial. This phase

separation results in the interconnected domains rich in bromide and iodide components. Notably, holes originating from the bromide-rich

domains can undergo thermal migration to the iodide-rich domains, where they recombine with electrons.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The ion migration is one of the key reasons for the operational instability of perovskite material.48 In addition, lead (Pb) in conventional pe-

rovskites hinders their commercial use due to issues like lead leakage, sensitivity to moisture and temperature. This raises concerns about

environmental and health impacts. To address this, research focuses on encapsulation and coatingmethods for future perovskite technology.

To tackle the stability challenges, various strategies are explored. Some key experimental strategies are ascribed in the following text.

(1) Incorporating polymers into perovskite matrices: One approach involves integrating polymers into the perovskite material itself. This

method can enhance perovskite structure stability and make a right balance between optical and electro-ionic properties.49,50 Poly-

mers serve as a supportive matrix, reinforcing the structural integrity and long-term performance of photo-rechargeable supercapa-

citors.
4 iScience 26, 108172, November 17, 2023
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(2) Dimensional engineering: Anothermethod is to employ dimensional engineering techniques. This entails tailoring the dimensions and

architecture of the materials used in supercapacitor construction. By precisely designing the physical properties of components, re-

searchers can optimize performance while reducing the risk of stability issues linked to huge ion migration. Very recently, we have

a proposed 2D/3D perovskite hetero-structure to improve the performance and stability of photo-ion capacitors for IoTs and smart

sensors.51

(3) Adopting gel electrolytes instead of liquid: Replacing conventional liquid electrolytes with gel-based alternatives for improving the

stability of perovskite material. Gel electrolytes offer several advantages, including decreased ion mobility and improved stability.

They effectively immobilize ions, minimizing the likelihood of migration-related performance degradation. This approach enhances

the overall longevity and dependability of photo-rechargeable supercapacitors.’’

(4) Perovskite-carbon composite: Employing carbon composite materials such as graphene, C60, and P3HT in perovskite solar

cells52 has shown great potential owing to their low-cost production and superior stability in air, compared to their counterparts

using metal contacts. However, one of the major obstacles for maintaining the higher performance of these carbon composite

solar cells is that the hole transport materials developed for state-of-the-art Au-based PSCs are not suitable for carbon-based

PSCs.

In our recent work, Jain et al.20 employed inexpensive poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl P3HT + Carbon paste as hole transport layer that

showed 300 h of stability under continuous 1 sun illumination, without the use of an ultra violet-filter.

LEAD-FREE PEROVSKITES FOR SMART INDOOR APPLICATIONS/INDOOR LIGHT RECYCLING

Indoor photovoltaics (PV) devices have received excellent research attention from the PV scientific community due to plethora of applications

in the Internet of Things (IoT) for smart cities.8,53 There are various existing PV technologies for indoor light recycling for smart electronic de-

vices, such as silicon, cadmium telluride (CdTe), and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), and polymer-based photovoltaic devices. The

perovskite-based solar cells (PSCs) are promising for indoor light harvesting due to their low cost of manufacturing, visible color-tunability,

lightweight, and flexibility. Lead-based PSCs already reached over 25% efficiency under 1 sun illumination (condition of a typical sunny day).27

However, device instability in the ambient environment is a serious concern for outdoor application of PSCs. The power conversion efficiency

of PSCs increases under low-intensity, artificial indoor light due to better spectral matching between their absorption and the irradiance spec-

trum. In this direction, our previous work experimentally demonstrated >35% efficiency under indoor illumination (1000 lux).54,55 Also, these

devices aremore stable under artificial light due to less ionmigration.21 Nevertheless, efficient energy harvesting and storage is still a concern

with harvesting under indoor lighting applications.

Bifunctional energy storage and harvesting devices could be a promising technology for next-generation energy management resources

and applications in the field of the Internet of Things (IoT) for smart cities. The high performance of PSCs under white LED lights coupled with

their energy storage properties due to high ionic and electronic conductivities, solution-processable, flexible, low-weight, semitransparent,

and tunable bandgap properties that will open a wider variety of indoor light recycling applications for smart cities.

REQUIREMENT FOR LEAD-FREE PEROVSKITE FOR INDOOR LIGHT HARVESTING

Lead-based perovskite has already proven more efficient than traditional silicon photovoltaics. However, there are two major bottlenecks for

its commercialization: (1) Long-term stability and (2) Toxicity ofmaterial, in particular leadmetal used in these solar cells.While, there aremany

breakthroughs in improvement for stability of lead-based perovskite solar cells,56–59 there still exists a major disadvantage for presence of

lead in these solar cells.

WHY LEAD IS TOXIC?

When it comes to toxicity of lead-based perovskite solar cells, we often hear a counter argument mentioning the batteries (lead-acid bat-

teries) do contain lead but are very commonly used till date. Despite, there are clear evidence that this has catastrophic effect if such lead-

acid batteries are not handled with safety and care.60 Perovskite solar cells contain lead in its 2+ oxidation state as Pb2+ that is coordinated

to 2I� ions. Now when this Pb2+ comes in close vicinity with water or even humidity from ambient air it can get dissolved and leach out of

the PbI6 octahedron structure dissolving in water. It is shown previously that Pb2+ is more miscible in cold water as the process is

exothermic. The impact of toxicity of lead on living beings and environment is well documented recently in many articles.61–63 The concern

of lead toxicity is more serious when one wishes to use lead-based perovskite solar cells for indoor light harvesting. Hence, this is crucial to

explore lead-free perovskite materials for bifunctional electrodes that simultaneously can harvest and store indoor light for futuristic

applications.

CONCLUSIONS

Off-grid energy systems are in high demandbecause of their application in the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, intelligent remote sensors,

and autonomous integrated devices. In this viewpoint, we have discussed different types of integration of solar energy conversion and stor-

age systems for off-grid energy storage devices, and advantages and disadvantages of these integration systems. Moreover, we shed light

on organic-inorganic hybrid halide perovskite (OIHHP) multifunctional materials for photo-rechargeable energy storage devices for
iScience 26, 108172, November 17, 2023 5
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next-generation smart portable electronic appliance. An overview of the current state of bifunctional energy storage devices and discuss the

challenges in this technology, moreover, we also present hybrid halide lead-free perovskite materials for off-grid energy storage systems for

indoor light management.

Few challenges such as how to manage both energy storage and harvesting employing single material for engineering of bifunctional de-

vice? What optoelectronic properties, characteristics are key in defining bifunctionality (energy harvesting and storage capabilities)? remain

unanswered till date.
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